The scattering of He and He from Ca has been compared at equal incident momenta. The results indicate that 3 He has a more diffuse interaction 4 than Be.
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The scattering of medium-energy He ions has been extensively used in the last several years for investigating nuclear properties. The characteristic feature of the scattering is the oscillatory.angular distribution, originally explained using a semi-classic.al "diffraction" modell) in which the alpha-particle waves were \').Ssumed not to penetrate inside a well-defined interaction radius. As the experiments have become more refined it has become necessary to introduce a new parameter into the,analysis to allow for a lack of definition, or "diffuseness" of the interaction radius. where ~£ is the scattering amplitude, cr£ is the Coulomb phase shift, P£
(cos e) is a.Legendre polynomial and k is the wave number of the incident .
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This seems to be in contradiction with previous statements comparing 3 He and 4
He scattering. However, similar results have been seen by
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Venter and Frahn _ _ _ . using an equivalent analysis with a 3 parameter fit to the Tj£'s. Also, we have recently been informed by Dr. R. H. ,Bassel that he has ) independently observed. the same phenomenon in comparing optical-moCiel-derived.
phase shifts from 3 He and 4
He scattering at a number of lower energies, for a variety of nuclei.
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